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Likely to the dentist can be frightening to numerous kids, but especially those with sensory concerns and
autism. This book will help kids on the spectrum better understand appointments to the dental professional.
Temple Grandin “What could possibly be more tough for a kid with Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD)
when compared to a go to to the dentist? “Having a good first experience with going to the dentist can help a
kid with autism tolerate the dental professional. In her marvelous second reserve, Marla Roth-Fisch explores
a vacation to the dental professional with this protagonist, Sensitive Sam.” ? Dr. Sign up for Sensitive Sam
as he learns to understand and overcome his concern with the dentist!” ? Dr. Today, finally, there is a book
for children that moms and dads can browse to and with their child at home before each goes to the dentist.
When the story is read over and over once again, a kid will internalize the message: ‘I am happy right now,
my dental examination, a breeze. And it’s time for Mother, sis, and I to keep.’ I highly recommend this
entertaining and pragmatic approach to increasing the comfort of children with SPD when visiting their
dentists! Happy tooth cleaning to all or any! Even the thought of the appointment can send some children
into a meltdown. Lucy Jane Miller
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A must-read for anyone who feels uncomfortable going to the dentist. Wonderful book! sure to very clear
any anxieties of also the most sensitive of dental patients and SPD children, Sensitive Sam's visit to the
dental practitioner builds confidence and reduces the worries of even the biggest dental-phobes. A must-read
for anybody who feels uncomfortable likely to the dentist. Wonderful book for kids as well as adults. Perfect
for a dental office;
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